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The Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances 

The Mer-Ka-Ba Field is set around the physical body and 
looks a bit like two pudding plates arranged one on top of 
the other with the top plate upside down. The diameter of 
the wider parts in the middle can extend in a circle to 
around 15 metres (50 feet) in diameter or even further.

The Mer-Ka-Ba Field is a energetic projection of the five 
platonic solids, comprising: 
Ÿ a pair of inverted tetrahedrons with four triangular faces 
Ÿ a cube with six square faces
Ÿ an octahedron with eight triangular faces
Ÿ a dodecahedron with twelve pentagonal (5-sided) faces
Ÿ an icosahedron with twenty triangular faces.

The platonic solids are constantly spinning in different 
orbits and directions, near to the speed of light around their 
centre, the light channel. They build a balancing energy 
that supports physical and metaphysical expression. The 
Mer-Ka-Ba extends beyond the aura that is projected 
around the physical body. It is also known as the light body 
and it enables conscious travel into different dimensions.
 
The Mer-Ka-Ba Field has many different features and 
qualities when activated. They include:
Ÿ retaining conscious memory when transiting between 

dimensions and different planes
Ÿ retaining spiritual capabilities, knowledge and wisdom. 

The Mer-Ka-Ba Field expands as consciousness expands, 
increasing in vibration. Working with the Mer-Ka-Ba 
Resonances can increase Mer-Ka-Ba development and 
vibration. In addition, the Mer-ka-Bas can be attuned to 
take on light qualities and energetic charge that can 
contribute to the expansion, balance and flow of light within 
the manifested consciousness form - also increasing the 
metaphysical properties of the Mer-Ka-Bas, that include 
increased levels of protection, light and energy.     

 

Mer-Ka-Ba

Aura
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Balancing the Mer-Ka-Ba Fields

It is important to balance the Mer-Ka-Ba Field from time to time. Distortions, ‘wobbles’ and energy blocks and 
insertions can occur when you sabotage yourself and make yourself vulnerable to interference. The follow procedure 
will correct most distortions to the Mer-Ka-Ba Field.

Instructions:
Ground yourself, centre and take a deep breath.
Place the palms of both hands on the two matrices.

Say the following Key to activate two pillars of light that will form to your left and to your right sides.

 

 
"Nehru, S-An"  "Nehru, S'-An, Shezu-An" 

When you can sense them in your space, spin them as follows:
Ÿ  With your intention, spin the pillar of light on your left clockwise.
Ÿ  With your intention, spin the pillar of light on your right anti-clockwise.
Ÿ  By intention increase the speed of rotation to near the speed of light.
Ÿ  When both pillars of light are rotating near to the speed of light, take a deep breath and draw the left and right 

rotating pillars into your centre - your light channel - and say the following Key as you continue to keep the p[illars 
of light spinning at near to the speed of light: 

 

 
“Keru-Sanna, Keru-Shezu-An, Nii-Eshta, Nii-Shan" 

 
 

Breathe and let go. Repeat this Key as necessary to balance Mer-Ka-Ba fields.

Ÿ Take a breath, let go the pillars of light, allowing their energy to return to the Divine. and take your hands off the 
matrix.

Your Mer-Ka-Ba Field should now be in balance. if it still feels off-balance, scan it to sense where the blockage is 
held and remove the block along with all levels of self-sabotage. If you cannot clear the Mer-Ka-Ba, seek competent 
help.



Fourth and Fifth Dimension Mer-Ka-Bas 

Awakening to the authentic - the real you inside - you discover a 
new life paradigm opening up. These Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances 
(remember Mer-Ka-Ba is said with equal emphasis on each of 
the three syllables) came to me as I quested to awaken myself 
more deeply. As ever, Spirit was waiting with infinite patience, to 
lead me by the heart to new and deeper levels of knowledge and 
capability.

I understood that awakening to higher levels comes through 
increasing vibration and as I worked tirelessly, the guidance 
opened further and suddenly, new landscapes - new and higher 
planes of consciousness and possibilities - open to the spiritual 
eye and to the spiritual hart were revealed to me! 

Here are the first two levels of Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances that can 
be held permanently The Mer-Ka-Ba Fields activate more fully 
once you can hold your fifth dimensional chakras in your body. 
You will need to work with the activations for a while, building the 
resonance so that it can be maintained in your Mer-Ka-Ba Field.

You will know when you are holding the fourth and fifth 
dimension Mer-Ka-Bas when there is absolutely no energetic 
shift experienced when reciting the Anaritas Key sequences for 
these Mer-Ka-Bas. Instead the energy will become a soft and 
subtle flow through the Mer-Ka-Ba Field.

Stepping into a Higher Resonance



Fourth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Heart Chakra of Fourth Dimension

Qualities:

Centring, Stillness, Light

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Aqua Marine with flecks of Gold

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Bar-Es-Tu-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Vecru-An, Vee-An”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Verishan”

Breathe and let go

“Verishan-Ah”

Breathe and let go

“Verishan-Ah-An”

Breathe and let go

“Ah-Ku-An”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Fifth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Crown Chakra of Fifth Dimension

Qualities:

Love, Balance and Peace

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Amber, Gold and Silver

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Bar-Es-Tu-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Vekru-An, Vee-An”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Maritan”

Breathe and let go

“Veh-Maritan”

Breathe and let go

“Veh-Maritan-Ah-An”

Breathe and let go

“Veh-Ku-An”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Sixth and Seventh Dimension Mer-Ka-Bas

As I made my way to the shore, just past the Machair on the west 
side of the Isle of Iona, on a perfect late-summer’s day, a large 
sea-worn granite pebble, roughly heart-shaped and millions of 
years old, called out to me.

I felt drawn to this particular stone of all of the many thousands 
arrayed along the shoreline. As I picked it up, a wonderful feeling 
came over me and I could feel an angelic presence. Archangel 
Saenu (Pronounced Saynoo) was standing beside me. I could 
feel that her serene consciousness was partly anchored within 
the pebble. She asked me to take this granite form back to my 
holiday cottage, nestled on the eastern shore of the island.

Later that day, sea-blown, with fresh air in my lungs, I sat with the 
pebble Saenu and made a loving connection. The Archangel said 
to me.

“I have two Mer-Ka-Ba Field Resonances to share with you.”

Quietly, I received the Sixth and Seventh dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 
resonances recorded here...

With careful practice and effective healing work that significantly 
raises vibration, it is now possible for some of us to hold the Sixth 
dimension Mer-Ka-Ba Field Resonance permanently. As with the 
Fourth and Fifth Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances that can also be held 
permanently, the energy flow becomes soft and subtle - and the 
qualities of the these three Mer-Ka-Bas begin to integrate more 
deeply into your experience and self-expression.

Seaside Discovery...



Sixth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Centre of Will
Navel Chakra of 6th Dimension

Qualities:

Christ Consciousness

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Gold, Pink, Indigo and Violet

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Ah-tu-me”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“El-Leh-Shah”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”
(Pronounced Noo-Ayva)

Breathe and let go

“uu-eh-ah-tan”

Breathe and let go

“uu-eh-ra-tu”

Breathe and let go

“Ku-ru-ah”

Breathe and let go

“Eh-Ku-Ra”

Breathe and let go



Seventh Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Crown Chakra of the
6th Dimension

Qualities:

Divine Relationship
Connection and Centredness

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Mustard-Electric Gold/Green

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Eh-Shah-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Velu-Ka-An”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go

“Ah-Shah-An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Eh-Shah-An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Veh-Shah-An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Keh-Teh-An-Nu”

Breathe and let go



Eighth and Nineth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Holiday time in York with my children! We went to York ainster 
and there we sat in the splendour of that cavernous and sacred 
space. Soon the children became restless as children do and I 
sent them off with money in hand to buy tickets to climb the 
tower. Off they went gleeful and free to explore on their own and 
there I continued to sit at the front of the Minster, near to the 
Altar. And I sat and sat and sank into the stone for what felt like 
an eternity. 

Softly, Archangel Michael came, standing regally beside me, 
serenely holding his great sword, hands laid upon the hilt with the 
tip of the blade resting between his feet.
 
“I have two Mer-Ka-Ba Field Resonances to share with you,” he 
said.

My heart opened wide and joy flowed out into my body, mind and 
spirit. In that hallowed space bequeathed to us all by the 
stonemasons of nearly a thousand years ago, I recorded the 
Eighth and Ninth dimension Mer-Ka-Ba resonances. 

As the Keys came, the energy within me built more deeply and 
the hallowed space of the Minster became greater, leaving 
it/me?? bathed in loving light.

York Discoveries...



Eighth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Heart Chakra of 7th Dimension

Qualities:

Boundless Love and Divinity

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Shimmering Silver, Gold and
Platinum. Radiating Light Beams

Issue from the Mer-Ka-Ba

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Haa-An-Meh”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Haa-Mah-An”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Ka-An-Tu-Va-An”

Breathe and let go

“Ka-Sheh-An-Tu-Va-An”

Breathe and let go

“Shereh-An-Tu-Va-An”

Breathe and let go

“Shereth-An”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Ninth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Crown Chakra of 7th Dimension

Qualities:

Truth, Alignment to the Divine

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Translucent in Colour. Shimmering
Rainbow Light Issues
from the Mer-Ka-Ba

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Hereh-An-Na-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Hah-Teh-An-Na-An ”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Kah-Teh-An, Mereh-An”
Breathe and let go

“Ka-Teh-Hareh-An
Mereh-An”

Breathe and let go

“Kethu-Hareh-An
Mereh-An”

Breathe and let go

“Kuthru-ah-Reh-An”
Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Tenth, Eleventh, & Twelfth Dimension Mer-Ka-Bas 

Looking out over the Grand Canal in the little Palazzo I was living 
in, the Elohim came to me one soft winter’s evening at the end of 
January 2009 in Venice.

The wonderful Elohim residing in the twelfth dimension - such 
iridescent masters, so full of love - encircled my heart. Electric 
lights shimmered in the silky black water of the now quiet Canal. 
At this late hour most heads lay upon soft pillows across this 
ancient water-borne city, creating a still space for sacred work.

There amongst the silent spires and leaning towers, the cobbled 
winding streets and waterways, the ancient history, I felt my heart 
open deeply as joy rippled throughout my body and essence. 

There in that gentle inner space the Elohim delivered the last 
three Mer-Ka-Ba resonances, the tenth, eleventh and twelfth 
Mer-Ka-Ba Field Resonances.

By the Grand Canal...



Tenth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Crown Chakra of 9th Dimension

Qualities:

Unity with the Soul

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

White, Gold and Translucent
Harmonics of These Colours

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Misha-An-Na-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Mishetta-An”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Ka-Ru-Sanna”

Breathe and let go

“Ka-Ru-Sanna-An”

Breathe and let go

“Ka-Eashta-Sanna-An”

Breathe and let go

“Keh-tesha-Sannu-An”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Eleventh Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Heart Chakra of 10th Dimension

Qualities:

Unity with Angelic and Devic Self

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

Translucent Colours with Sparkling
Gold, Silver and Platinum

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Ah-Sehta-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“An-Na-Sehta, An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Nii-Shii-Ah, An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Nii-eshta-Shii, An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Nii-Eru-eshta-An, An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Nii-Shehta-An
Ka-Ru-San”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Twelfth Dimension Mer-Ka-Ba 

Activated on:

Heart Chakra of 11th Dimension

Qualities:

Unity with I Am Presence
and the Divine

Mer-Ka-Ba Colours:

All Imaginable Colours
and Great Sparkling Light Issues

from the Mer-Ka-Ba

Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance Activation:

Preparation:

“Kii-eshta-An”Say softly out loud:

Breathe and let go

“Keh-rishta, An-Nu-San”

Breathe and let go

Activating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonance:

“Keh-Ru-Sanna”

Breathe and let go

“Keh-Ru-Sanna, An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Keh-Rishta-Eh-Sanna
An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

“Ka-yuu-Ah-Sanna
An-Nu”

Breathe and let go

Say softly out loud:

Action:

Hold Navel Chakra with two fingers
of the right hand and say softly

“Nu-Eva”

Breathe and let go



Opening the Divine Unity Gateways 

Opening to the Divine and anchoring light, love, nurture and support
from the Divine. Surrendering self-will to Divine Will. Balancing deeply
throughout body, mind, spirit and aura.

Description:

Instructions:

This action is most effective when carried out at the start of the day.
Extend arms and hands upwards above the head and the body in an 
open and inviting gesture. Now say softly aloud:

Hold the arms and hands in this position to receive Divine Light until 
the flow of Light comes to an end. Keep arms extended and move
them downwards (with palms still facing up) in an arc on either side 
of you, allowing them to fall slowly to your sides where the palms 
naturally turn inwards, facing each other. Now continue the sweeping
movement, bringing the hands up very slowly to the chest, allowing 
the palms to meet in the ‘praying’ position at the heart chakra.

Ku-Yeshua-An-t’Ak
An-Nu, Ak-An
Eh-Shah, Eh-Shah

Breathe and let go



Moving Into Meditation

Integrating the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances

After completing the Mer-Ka-Ba Resonances and opening the 
Divine Unity Gateways, it is helpful to meditate for a period of 
time. Meditation helps with the integration of the Mer-Ka-Ba 
Resonances, which strengthens the effect and helps to make 
deeper levels of the resonant energies a permanent element of 
your consciousness experience and vibration.

As you move into meditation, say the following Anaritas Key (you 
can use this Key for simple meditation as well as for Conscious 
Heart Meditation shared by Shabdan):

 “Na-Kisa, Arisan”

Take a deep breath and let go. Now gently move into meditation.

This Key acts as a bridge between the Mer-Ka-Ba fields of 
energy and the meditation. Reciting this Key causes a ripple of 
energy to pass throughout the Mer-Ka-Ba Field, activating its 
layers and structure by acting upon the five platonic solid 
rotations and upon any attunements placed into the platonic 
solid vertices. (Further attunements shared by Shabdan.) 

Through this Key, in combination with meditation, the newly 
embedded resonances of the higher dimensional Mer-Ka-Bas 
integrate more fully into the level of consciousness that you are 
expressing.



Notes
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